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geogrotesque supports up to 81 different languages such as spanish, english, portuguese, german,
french, turkish, italian, polish, kurdish (latin), romanian, dutch, hungarian, kazakh (latin), serbian (latin),
czech, swedish, belarusian (latin), croatian, slovak, finnish, danish, lithuanian, latvian, slovenian, irish,
estonian, basque, luxembourgian, and icelandic in latin and other scripts. the gegrotesque family is a

typeface inspired by the art of cutting and engraving. its name comes from the word grecian, that is, the
greek style of lettering, and is inspired by ancient greece, the birthplace of the alphabet and of the first

architects. the name geogrotesque is also a reference to the geometrical roots of letterforms.
geogrotesque is a modern typeface that was designed by hebe tsai, a type designer based in milan, and
was inspired by the classical engraving tradition. with its geometric structure, geogrotesque makes its

presence felt from the first letter: it looks like a word, but its true name is helvetica narrow.
geogrotesque is a sans serif with a stable and harmonious structure, and a strong character. it combines

italian and european influences, expressing a modern attitude that reflects the contemporary style of
the times. this free font is available in eight weights, from thin to black, and in eight widths, from

regular to extra condensed.
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its been a long time coming, but geogrotesque is now ready for you to download. what’s new is that i’ve
added a calligraphic weight for the latin characters. the code was originally started in 2014, but the first
iteration was not ready for release. while the idea behind this typeface was there, the implementation of

the characters was not. while i was looking for another job, i decided to finish what i started. the
typeface is inspired by the patterns in the rock formations of the baden-württemberg region. so even if

i’m not from that area, i wanted to give back something to the landscape i grew up in. the font file
includes an additional layer for each character, so its easy to edit and adjust the spacing. i’ve also

added a light and a heavy version of the font, which allows for using a bit more black and white in your
designs. this new version is also available for download at www.geogrotesque.com. this is a font that

you can use freely in personal projects. if you do, please give me a mention or add a link in your blog or
in your web projects where you use the font. thanks for your support! its been a long time coming, but
geogrotesque is now ready for you to download. what’s new is that i’ve added a calligraphic weight for

the latin characters. the code was originally started in 2014, but the first iteration was not ready for
release. while the idea behind this typeface was there, the implementation of the characters was not.
while i was looking for another job, i decided to finish what i started. the typeface is inspired by the

patterns in the rock formations of the baden-württemberg region. 5ec8ef588b
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